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In recent years, there has been a rapid development in web users and sufficient 

bandwidth. Internet connectivity, which is so low cost, makes the sharing of 

information (text, audio and videos) more common and faster. This video 

content needs to be analyzed for prediction it class in different purpose for the 

users. Many machines learning approach has been developed for the 

classification of video to save people time and energy. There are a lot existing 

review papers on video classification, but they have some limitations such as 

limitation of analysis, badly structured, not mention research gaps or findings, 

not clearly describe advantages, disadvantages, and future work. But our 

review paper almost overcomes these limitations. This study attempts to 

review existing video-classification procedures and to examine the existing 

methods of video-classification comparatively and critically and to 

recommend the most effective and productive process. First of all, our analysis 

examines the classification of videos with taxonomical details, latest 

application, process and datasets information. Secondly, overall 

inconvenience, difficulties, shortcomings and potential work, data, 

performance measurements with the related recent relation in science, deep 

learning and the model of machine learning. Study on video classification 

systems using their tools, benefits, drawbacks, as well as other features to 

compare the techniques they have used also constitutes a key task of this 

review. Lastly, we also present a quick summary table based on selected 

features. In terms of precision and independence extraction functions, the 

RNN(Recurrent Neural Network), CNN(Convolutional Neural Network ) and 

combination approach performs better than the CNN dependent method. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The internet is currently commonly used by the people worldwide. Social media have an essential role to 

play of content distribution (audio, video, text, image) sharing [1]. About the same period, they also share their 

emotions in social media about a certain aspect so that those users can quickly find out exactly what is 

happening and with this reason, user views are used to estimate the public opinion on certain issues. However, 

if consumer employ a person to evaluate the views of people through multitudes of content it is very difficult 

and time consuming. In order to evaluate public attitudes, the researchers present a machine learning approach 

to data mining. Video classification is part of mining which analyzes text through natural language processing, 

video by machine linguistics in order to find views of people by gathering and analyzing social and other 

resources of subjective knowledge. Deep learning methodology is more reliable and effective than other 

approaches. 
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This paper reviews different approaches for video classification. There are a number of review and survey 

paper in video classification. Some recent review papers are listed here with their works and limitations. A nice 

review on deep learning based on video classification and captioning task [2]. This review is on only deep 

learning-based approach for video classification with good description on deep model, data and feature 

extraction tools but does not able to mention research gaps, advantages and performance. A simple review on 

video classification technique proposed in 2019 by Q. Ren [3]. This is a very simple review because it just 

presents video classification approach with a short description. This method does not describe method, dataset, 

performance metrics, research gaps, limitations of existing methods. In 2020, A very simple review has given 

by Anusya for video classification [4]. This review simply gives introduction and state some recent existing 

method in video classification for tagging. There are many lacking this review like has limited information, 

does not provide information about the research limitations, used tools in existing method. A recent review on 

video classification in 2020 by Rani [5]. This review states video classification approach and summary-based 

description of recent works. The limitations of this work are short description, not properly analyzed on recent 

task to find research output, gaps and finding. Another systematic, recent, and good review [6] on live sport 

video classification has done by s in 2020. This review properly presents recent works in live sport video 

classification with tools, feature extraction, video interaction features etc. This is a longer review and has no 

summarized table for research gaps, finding, advantages and disadvantages of existing methods.   

The explanation above indicates that most of reviewers have historically reviewed existing research. 

Current survey articles usually describe the techniques and related studies with a basic introduction of method. 

In the traditional survey paper for video research, we usually see similar classification trends of the comparative 

research or associated study. But with numerous forms of critical research our research study paper is unique. 

The following can be mentioned as our key contribution to this review paper:  

 

1. Discussion by concerning the taxonomy of video classification, recent usage, methods and databases.  

2. State general disadvantages, difficulties, challenges including future tasks, data, Performance measures 

with relevant recent references to science, deep learning as well as a model of machine learning.  

3. Comparison of the techniques used objectively analyzes video classification systems utilizing their tools, 

benefits, disadvantages as well as other features. Show a quick overview table based on the feature selected. 

 

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 1 gives background knowledge of the research for 

of video classification technique. Section 2 states critical analysis on recent research with their advantages, 

disadvantages, features based quick summary, quick summary, drawback, challenges, limitations, and future 

works followed by the conclusions. Overall methodology of this review is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Overall methodology of this review 

http://issn.lipi.go.id/issn.cgi?daftar&1368096553&1&&
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1.2 Video classification architecture 

Video classification technique have some basic steps and those steps should be done in sequential order. 

Figure 2 shows basic steps in video classification. First step is data collection, then preprocessing of data for 

feature extraction, then method execution for feature matching and classification. In data collection section 

data can be in form of video, text, speech, and image on the review of video. Preprocessing part deals an 

important task in video processing, its play the role of video conversion, segmentation and analysis for further 

feature or information extraction. Feature extraction, feature matching and feature classification with algorithm 

is the main part of the video classification process.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Basic steps in video classification 

 

1.3 Data set used in video classification 

Many science and research organizations have invested a lot of time gathering and marking video data sets in 

media-related fields of research. YouTube-8M, HCF-50, HCF-101, HMDB51 and many more are the widely 

used datasets. The small sets of data include Weizmann, KTH, and Hollywood, with smaller, but very well-

labeled overall quantity and video forms. And over 50 images, such as UCF101, Thumbos'14 and HMDB51, 

are included in medium set info. The big data collection such as the YouTube 8M (Google collects), Sports-

1M, ActivityNet, Kinetics and others. More detailed information is summarized in Table 1. Here Weizmann 

and KTH dataset are static, but all other dataset are dynamic. 

 

Table 1. Summary of Video task dataset 

Name of the dataset Year Number of video categories Amount of video 

Weizmann 2005 9 81 

KTH 2004  6 2361 

Hollywood  2008  8 430 

UCF50  2012  50 6676 

HMDB51  2013  51 6474 

UCF101  2012  101 13320 

Thumos’14  2014  101 18394 

Youtube-8M  2016  4800 8264650 

Sports-1M  2014  87 1133158 

ActivityNet  2015  203 27901 

Kinetics 2017  400 306245 
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1.4 Performance metrics in Video classification 

Throughout this section we describe most common video classification efficiency metrics. Using 

performance metrics demonstrate how well a dataset approach works. In the scope of the video classification, 

there are several performance analysis steps called Precession (Precision measures are conducting positive 

meaning determination), Recall (Precision tests are percentage tests for productive detection of positive result 

of the classifier). However, a Table 2 presents some of the performance measures used for the assessment of 

research on video classification from the latest work on video classification. Here Table 2 is given for related 

research with performance metrics. 

 

Table 2. List of Performance Metrics used in video classification 

Performance metrics Reference and Year 

Accuracy [7]-2020, [8]-2020, [9]-2020 

Precession [8] [9]-2020 

Recall [8] [9]-2020  

F1 Score [8] [9]-2020 

Micro F1 [10] [11]-2020 

K-Fold:3,5,10-fold [12]-2019 

 

1.5 Applications of video classification 

There are many numbers of applications of video classification. Here, I have mentioned some of them 

with recent work reference in Table 3. For the application of video in firewall task, user must sure the 

specification of the types of videos that allowed to login. Live streaming prediction, action recognition, 

violence detection, character recognition, traffic control, social media analysis, emotion analysis, movie 

review, event prediction is also the application of video analysis. 

 

Table 3. Summary of Application of Video classification 

Name of Applications of Video classification Authors and Years 

Violence detection from video of real time game  [7] - 2020 

Video Scene classification [13] - 2020 

Event prediction [9] - 2020 

Animation movie video classification [8] - 2020 

Sport player action recognition [14] - 2020 

Twitter video classification [15] - 2020 

Stock Market prediction [16] - 2020 

Movie video trailer classification [17] - 2020 

 

2. APPROACH USED IN VIDEO CLASSIFICATION 

         Because many videos are present in the real world, an effective way to classify those videos is important.   

The main aim of the video classification method is to classify whether the video is used for athletics, films, 

amusing videos, school, etc. There are three different ways of classifying video called audio, video and text. 

Apart from these three methods we can also use hybrid approach (using one more method combined approach) 

to categories the videos. Figure 3 shows Taxonomy of Video Classification Approaches. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Taxonomy of Video Classification Approaches 
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2.1 Text based Approach 

We generate video texts and evaluate them for classification in this process. Might be a visible text or   

text from speech extracted. The text on the computer is derived in the first category. For example, the playing 

board, number in the player's jersey, subtitles on the display, etc. The text of that sort could be extracted with 

OCR [18][19]. The text is derived from voice through voice recognition throughout the second category. This 

technique is used primarily for subtitles and closed subtitles. Closed subtitles are also used for other sound 

forms such as pet sound or songs. In order to make it clear, subtitles are put on video. 

 

2.2 Audio Based Approach 

This technique is being used more that text based on analysis which is ascribed to the fact that audio 

processing takes fewer time and energy. Audio as well as its characteristics need less space to be stored than 

video and text. For audio processing, a single signal is sampled, and some characteristics are retrieved for 

inspection of each sample. In certain instances, these samples may be overlapped. The time domain as well as 

the frequency domain could be used as the functions. 

 

2.3 Video Based Approach 

Most scholars used the approach as most knowledge dependent on the vision is interpreted by human 

beings. Some authors have also where necessary coupled these visual aspects including audio and text. Visual 

capability is primarily derived from image sequences or video files. Video's basic structure is like a 

combination of pictures is a fundamental part of video. Video may also be named as a collection of frames. 

Visual characteristics are typically dependent on color, motion or shot time. These features must convey 

lighting, movement, background or video speed detail. 

 

2.4 Comparison among video classification approach 

From the description we see that each approach works has some own way of working and success 

outcomes, based on the suitability to application of existing approach we present a comparison table below. 

The Table 4 explains the advantages and disadvantages of each method in detail. 

 

Table 4. Comparison among video classification approach. 

Classification 

Method 
Feature list Advantages Disadvantages 

Text Based Video 

Classification 

Optical Character Recognition 

Closed Captions features 

Speech Recognition 

Higher accuracy 

Higher 

dimensionality 

Expensive in computation 

Higher error rate 

Works of text-based format only. 

Audio Based 

Video 

Classification 

Physical Features as well as 

Perceptual Features 

Short length, 

Computationally 

cheaper 

Difficult to differentiate multiple and 

similar sounds 

Video Based 

Video 

Classification 

Color Based Features, 

Shot-Based Features and 

Object-Based Features 

Easily implemented. 

Not in converted 

representation. 

Large size 

Computation is expensive 

Pre-processing is needed 

Identification of  shots, track is difficult 

 

2.5 Background study on video classification method 

Some commonly used methods are supervised, such as SVM, CNN, and also unregulated. There also also 

a variety of solutions throughout the video classification (LSTM, GRU etc.). This section demonstrates the 

most widely used method of video classification including their working technique, application advantages and 

disadvantages. A way to identify video using Naïve Bayes and dictionary for the video classification [8]. If the 

statement of independent predictors is valid, a classifier from Naive Bayes functions works better than other 

models. Naive Bayes' primary imitation is autonomous predictors' inference. SVM is also a method of detection 

that is commonly in video classification [20]. Another approach is used to identify hateful speech from the 

world wide web of video classification [14]. Another job to classify Twitter videos [9] was to work with SVM 

tool to classify the pilot and to weight production in order to improve classification precision. SVM method 

does not performs well for noisy data and when target class are overlapped. 

K means are used in various ways for video labeling. Another video classification task  performed recently 

by Peng [13]. This approach is used to retrieve the visual features from video and share resources of visual 

features by segmenting the video. Original clustering levels of labialized video samples are enhanced with the 
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standard k-means aggregation algorithm. K-means computation is faster than hierarchical clusters most of the 

time when we hold k smalls. The drawbacks are that K-value is hard to estimate, the K-proximate neighbor 

(KNN) method is simple and easy to apply for classification as well as extraction purposes, HMM (Hidden 

Markov Model) is used. A new approach to the study of child face speech for the R-CNN and HMM method 

of real-time video surveillance [21]. HMM approach gains Solid theoretical base, fast learning algorithms 

through raw sequence information may take place explicitly and different-length inputs are the simplest 

generalization for sequence data. 

HMM's drawbacks include a. HMMs also have a multitude of unstructured criteria and cannot rely on 

hidden states to rely on them. A paper shows that 3D CNN is best suited to the classification of the video, and 

also to analyze its success with the title of an effective deep pipeline template-based architectures to accelerate 

the whole 2-D and 3-D CNNs on FPGA [22]. Action recognition was used with 3D Deep convolutional Neural 

Networks [23]. 3D convolutions combine spatial information as well as motion information successfully. Long-

term model RNNs maps time dynamics explicitly to variable length video frames. To accomplish this the RNN 

produces networks with loops that cause knowledge to survive [24]. The neural network will use this loop form 

to record the input series. The RNN functions like this. RNN assists from the previous feedback anywhere we 

need meaning. 

RNN has two types of LSTM, as well as the other type GRU. RNN with neurons in long short-term 

memory (LSTM) is being trained in sports video sequences with SIFT features [25]. Baccouche work has been 

very much respected for its consistency. The function extraction is automatic with the creation of deep learning 

techniques and architecture. Through back propagation, RNN could be optimized. A new piece of videos with 

higher fidelity, using the 2D Gated Bidirectional of Neural Networks for the identification of aggression at the 

end of the day. Kyunghyun developed Gated Return Units (GRUs) as an existing Neural Networking Feature 

(CNN) [26]. Deep literacy is more reliable and efficient than other techniques [27]. The approach to learning 

is more effective. Table 5 offers a detailed comparison of the deep-learning video classification system. 

 

Table 5. Overall comparison among deep learning-based method for video classification. 

Model Advantage Drawback 

2D CNN Can capture spatial feature. Can capture spatial feature from video data 

3D CNN Can capture both spatial and temporal feature. Expensive for its 3D structure for working 

RNN Can capture both spatial and temporal feature 

from sequence data. 

Has short memory ability, could not be able in real 

situation. 

LSTM Can capture both spatial and temporal feature 

from sequence data. 

Gradient explosion, Takes more training time. 

GRU Can capture both spatial and temporal feature 

from sequence data in a faster time 

The reset gate of GRU controls if the previous hidden 

state needs to be ignored. 

 

2.6 Result discussion with critical analysis on related works on Video Classification 

Many deep learning approaches may use a large-scale data collection and working capability resolve the 

limitation of current or usable methods with increased precision and accurateness. This segment presents 

analyses of recent progress on the classification of videos. Table 6 contains analytical style columns having 

data, methods, model, type, advantage, and disadvantage of most recent video classification methods in 2020.  

Throughout the field of video classification research, there are several similar works. Traditional methods are 

subdivided into following types: traditional machine learning and deep learning. The SVM is the classification 

tools generally used in video classification, a system that uses Naïve Bayes and Dictionary [8]. K means used 

in various ways for video classification. A video classification work performed recently by Peng [14]. Latest 

analysis focused on the you tube video content Classification with Random Forest algorithm [28]. End-to-End 

Information Diagrams video classification and K next to neighbor classification [29]. 

       A new approach to the study of child face speech for the R-CNN and HMM method of real-time video 

surveillance [21]. A deep learning structure automatically operates in order to learn then represent data across 

different processing layers through specifically classifying specific input data or vine frames [30]. Unlike a 

typical designed architectural design, no identifiers or practical extractors are required. For example, in deep 

learning model, local characteristics are immediately learned from an image rather than through a whole picture 

[31]. Deep learning techniques that are able to identify high-level or complicated behavior that attract enormous 

research [32]. The widespread examples of profound learning models are the CNN, repetitive neural network 

(RNN) as well as a long-term memory (LSTM). The use of deep learning to video data analysis was motivated 

by an outstanding success with a high accuracy of deep learning method in such a visual work. At first, CNN 

operates separately for data extraction from still pictures [23]. Although in video streams 2D-CNN cannot 

retrieve temporary information. For the massive video classification, the paper [33] uses coevolutionary neural 

http://issn.lipi.go.id/issn.cgi?daftar&1368096553&1&&
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networks (CNN) and reveals that the slow melting system performs better than the usually early fusion model 

[34] evaluated CNN with LSTM-RNN and identified the potential for a stronger creation of Recurrent 

Convolutional Neural Networks. In [35] the CNN two-stream structure is being used, one for spatial and 

another one for temporal functionality. 

The [36] study uses description and CNN in activities to recognize activity and behavior. The grade 

bundling codes period details by grouping video frames in sequential order. A Bi-level optimization approach 

be used for the learning algorithm by convolutions of neural networks. The CNN extractor and batch 

standardization LSTM function extractor could also be used to optimize performance [37]. Non-linear context 

gating was introduced in [38] to model interdependencies between features and it was the used to classify 

videos. 3D-CNN then has designed to retrieve both spatial and temporal knowledge from video frames in able 

to fix this problem for 2D CNN [39]. The behavior identification was followed by this RNN. The RNN-based 

approach efficiently records time knowledge based from both current and past observations [40]. This forecast 

is based on current measurements. However, RNN architecture does indeed have a short-term memory that 

cannot be extended in the real-world case. The LSTM model was suggested to mitigate this problem. This 

model will extract time from sequential video files. The LSTM model has a memory device which determines 

when secret states are to be remembered and forgotten [41]. The LSTM model is primarily used in computer 

vision applications including action recognition, owing to its excellence. Table 6 given represent some recent 

approaches for video classification. 

 

Table 6. Video classification recent approach 
Au-

thor 

and 

Year 

Type Task Lexicon or 

dataset 

Performance and Data 

domain 

Appro

ach 

Video analysis 

Features 

Type 

of 

data 

Advantages 

or findings 

Disadvantages 

or limitations 

[17] -

2020 

Deep 

learni

ng 

Video 

movie 

ana-

lysis 

LMTD-9, 

MMTF-14, 

and ML-

25M 

The combined accuracy of 

ILDNet for LMTD-9, 

MMTF-14, and ML-25M 

86.15%, 83.06%, 85.3% 

respectively 

Bi-

LSTM, 

and 

LSTM 

Can acquire  

discriminative and 

comprehensive 

higher level 

features with a 

unique 

combination of 

Inception V4, Bi-

LSTM, and also 

LSTM layers. 

Video Can 

recognize 

six types of 

emotion 

from video 

trailers 

Performance 

limited 

predefined and 

compared 

EmoGDB 

dataset content. 

[7]-

2020 

Deep 

learni

ng 

Video 

violenc

e 

detect-

ion 

Hockey 

game dataset 

, Violent 

Flow dataset  

and Video 

Real Life 

Violence 

Situations 

dataset 

Accuracy:98% 2D 

CNN, 

BiGR

U 

A simple end-to-

end deep learning 

method to  find 

violence in video 

sequences with 

CNN and RNN. 

Video Can detect 

violence in 

video 

sequences. 

Works with 

small dataset, 

Higher training 

time. 

[9]-

2020 

Mach

ine 

learni

ng 

Video 

analysi

s 

Chilean 

earthquake 

and Catalan 

independenc

e 

referendum 

Dataset 1: Highest accuracy 

with SVM 0.812±0.067, BAF 

TAN got highest Precession 

0.898±0.003 F1 Score with 

SVM of 0.899±0.042, 

BFTAN got highest Recall 

0.898±0.003. Dataset-2 

:highest : RF got highest 

precession 0.922±0.002, RF  

highest accuracy  

0.858±0.008, Highest  Recall 

0.985±0.008 by SVM, RF got 

highest F1 Score 0.908±0.00. 

Bayesi

an 

networ

k 

classifi

ers, 

Uses 

TAN 

and BF 

TAN 

BOW, Term 

document matrix 

(TDM) for tweet 

to vector 

representation 

Video Provides 

good result 

by using 

Bayes 

classifier 

with 

Directed 

acyclic 

graph 

(DAG) for 

twitter 

comments 

emotion. 

Biased to 

hashtag, Heavily 

time and event 

dependent 

[13] -

2020 

Hybri

d 

Video 

analysi

s 

Haberman 

sub-library 

data, 

German 

Credit Data 

sub-library, 

Heart sub-

library 

Accuracy: Haberman sub-

library 72%, German Credit 

Data sub-library 75%, Heart 

sub-library data 92% 

CNN, 

K 

means 

Clustering video 

using k means 

algorithm. 

Video Handle 

multi-visual 

features 

Dataset is small, 

Accuracy is not 

high. 
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Au-

thor 

and 

Year 

Type Task Lexicon or 

dataset 

Performance and Data 

domain 

Appro

ach 

Video analysis 

Features 

Type 

of 

data 

Advantages 

or findings 

Disadvantages 

or limitations 

dataset, UCI 

data. 

[8] -

2020 

Hybri

d 

Emotio

n 

analysi

s from 

Video 

Danmaku 

reviews 

The F1 scores by SD-NB is 

82.3% for positive class and 

also 93.6% for the negative 

class. Also shows good result 

for precession and recall. 

Sentim

ent 

diction

ary and 

naïve 

Bayes 

Can classify video 

sentiment and 

opinion 

Text 

and 

Video 

Can classify 

seven  video 

sentiment 

Domain 

depended 

[21] -

2020 

Deep 

learni

ng 

Video 

analysi

s of 

infant 

Clinical 

dataset for 

infant 

expression 

Mean average precision is 

81.9% and also 84.8% for 

four infant expressions and 

three states evaluated with 

both clinical and daily 

datasets. Precision for 

discomfort detection 90%. 

HMM,

CNN 

Does infant 

expressions and 

also the states 

detection, object 

tracking and 

detection 

compensation 

with HMM and R-

CNN. 

Imag

e 

Nicely do 

expression 

detection, 

Utilization 

of HMM 

with CNN is 

good. 

Unable to handle 

temporal data. 

 

The literature is having different methods of video classification based on text, audio and video feature 

extraction. Different algorithms HMM, ANN, SVM and RNN, all have their own advantages and 

disadvantages. If it is possible to combine any of these two or more approaches, then there are advantages of 

both the methods in one scheme. 

 

2.7 Quick Summery of video classification techniques based on used features 

       A lot of methods are used to estimate the outcome in the video classification. Deep learning and machine 

learning based video classification system works with the learning as well as tuning numerous parameters, 

normalization and support of a layered neural network. A short overview table for the details on the methods 

used in the video classification can be found in this section. Machine learning as well as underlying neural 

network models are used to produce a successful outcome in mixed or deep learning. There are several methods 

and functions that are used for video classification. Here we have included a quick overview of the used for 

video classification tools and functions. We choose twenty features shown here in Table 7 based on the methods 

used, tools, algorithms and so forth. 

 

Table 7. Features used in video classification method. 

F1:3D CNN  

F2:Random Forest  

F3:HMM 

F4:GMM 

F5:2D CNN 

F6:RNN  

F7:Support Vector Machine  

F8:CNN 

F9:Naive Bayes  

F10:Postag 

F11: KNN 

F12:  Capsule network 

F13:LSTM 

F14:GRU 

F15:Dependency tree 

F16:Machine learning 

F17: Deep learning 

F18: Hybrid 

F19:Tfidf 

F20:K means 

 

Table 8 gives a short review of recent techniques for classification tasks based on machine learning. This 

table is focused on the 20 different features selected throughout Table 7. Here we are introducing latest work 

and using a sign ✓ to show the marching features with twenty characteristics. 

 

Table 8. Overview of feature-based video classification. 

Authors and Year F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F9 F11 F12 F13 F14 F15 F16 F17 F18 F19 F20 

[7]-2020 ✓    ✓  ✓  ✓       ✓ ✓    

[9]-2020       ✓ ✓        ✓     

[13]-2020        ✓        ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ 
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2.8 Future Work and challenges in Video classification 

       This research may be generalized to incorporate new methods in the future. However, the characteristics 

of frames as well as frame retrieval are key to the effective video classification. The role of patterns is also to 

boost the quality of the classification tasks. Another potential challenge of incorporating larger types of video 

into the dataset with more efficient and generic functionality, to research methods that expressly clarify camera 

movement. To classify longer video, to recognize multiple action in video, to find correlation among different 

videos, classification of multiple objects action in the video. Live steaming game video prediction is the trends 

work in video classification. 

 

3. CONCLUSION 

        This article critically reviews on different approach and method in video classification with their 

advantage, finding, limitations, challenges, data summary, research gaps, and performance. From the analysis 

of this paper. It is concluded that video-based approach for video classification works better over text and 

audio. The least employed process of video classification becomes text extraction. In different applications 

audio and video features extractions are used, but as we can appreciate, also the performance of the 

classification tasks can be more enhanced if the extraction both of visual and audio features is taken with same 

importance in the collection of video features. Audio-based solution needs little computing source. We also 

have the chance to identify videos in multiple ways to overcome the limitations of existing methods. By first 

segmenting images, we will identify them and then use the threshold and afterwards classify them in order to 

create new techniques. We may use movie and game or event forecasting classification algorithms. In order to 

identify the aspect of the movie and also the songs, fighting scene, funny scene, here is also a chance to classify 

videos. There are many existing methods for video classification and already have shown their performance. 

This review article also shows limitations of existing methods like unable to handle multiple features at a time, 

higher training time of deep learning, less adaptability of traditional machine learning, low accuracy to handle 

multilevel video. To overcome the limitations of the video classification is the trends and opportunity for the 

researcher. To classify longer video, to recognize multiple action in video, to find correlation among different 

videos, classification of multiple objects action in the video. Live steaming game video prediction is also 

trending and future work in video classification. 
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